
Marlborough St Mary’s Primary School 

Year 1 Home Learning – Term 6 Week 6 Day 2 

Good morning lovely Squirrels and Hedgehogs! Thank you for all your amazing 

home learning so far and thank you to your wonderful grown-ups who are also 

doing an amazing job helping you. You are all wonderful – keep up the hard work! 

Please complete your homework in your red ‘home learning’ book.  

Remember to write the date and what session your work is for e.g. Maths, English 

etc.  

When we return to school, we will be excited to share all of your learning! 

Daily Learning Activity Ideas:  

 Daily Reading - Try to read a range of texts. Practise your phonics sounds 

quickly. Please refer to ‘Oxford Owl’ for a range of child friendly texts - 

https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-home/reading/ 

            Username – hedgehogsquirrel        Password - Hedgehogsquirrel 

 Phonics – Practise your sounds using the Phase 1, 2 and 3 speed sounds and 

complex speed sounds chart - https://primarysite-

prod.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/03028ed963764459b202d524ebfa5086/f9f4/

ComplexSoundsChart.jpg  

 Phonics Games - https://www.phonicsbloom.com/ and 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zd63xyc/articles/zdp4pg8 and 

https://www.roythezebra.com/reading-games/sentences-that-make-sense-1-

1.html 

 Green Words - Practise reading and writing your GREEN words (select as 

appropriate).  

 Red Words – Practise reading and writing your RED words (select as 

appropriate).  

 Handwriting – Follow the RWI letter formation support and practise your 

handwriting of key letters.  

 Number Knowledge - Practise your number knowledge on Numbots or Times 

Tables Rockstars https://play.numbots.com/ or your ‘Daily 10’ challenges (level 1 

& 2) - https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/daily10 

 Number formation – Practise WRITING your numbers 10-20 in WORDS 

please as many times as you can in any way you enjoy.   
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English: Go to https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-home/reading/ 

            Username – hedgehogsquirrel        Password – Hedgehogsquirrel 

 

   Find the e-book Pick Your Queen!  

 
 

 Carefully read pages 16-17. Who do you think had the best clothes? WHY?  

 Read the rest of the book carefully.   

 Share the GLOSSARY and the INDEX and talk about what you have 

found out from them.   

 Let’s finish comparing them on our sheets from yesterday to help you choose 

which Queen to pick.   

 Read and think about your ideas from yesterday.  Let’s think about adding some 

more words and ideas about pets, palaces, clothes etc.   

 Complete your sheet and PICK YOUR QUEEN! Explain your choice to someone- I 

would pick ……………BECAUSE………. 

 Well done little superstars! What have you found out about 

Queens?  

              

 

 

 

                              

https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-home/reading/


Maths: 

 Today we are going to focus on discussing the position and direction of objects.  

- What are the different directions we can move in? Can you list them? 

 

 With your adult, can you challenge each other to say what direction(s) you need 

to move in to get to a chosen object or room? E.g. How would you get to the 

chair? You move forwards 5 steps and turn left. Repeat for other 

rooms/objects. You can extend this by slowly increasing the directions e.g. 

moving in one, then moving in two, then three etc.  

 

 Using a grid map (your own or one provided with this plan – see Maths Day 2a) 

and a chosen toy/character/counter, can you say the list of directions your 

toy/character/counter would need to move in to get to the desired spot e.g. the 

shop? Alternatively, you and your adult could take it in turns to direct each 

other of how to move to get to a desired place e.g. the kitchen or reach a 

certain object e.g. the sofa. Remember to switch your listening ears on!  

 

 Work through the activity sheets labelled – Maths Day 2b and record your 

answers in your red home learning book. You can find the maths activities 

following the day plan.  

 

Topic – RE:  Judaism – celebrating the Jewish festival of  

Hannukah.  Can you make a picture of a ‘candle’ or make a  

model using a cardboard tube? 

Then think of something you want to say thank you for and  

write/draw it on a piece of paper. Put it inside your ‘candle’.  

Maybe you can you display it on the windowsill? 

 

PE – ‘PE with Joe’: 

 The Body Coach daily 30 minute exercises for children of all ages everyday live 

video at 9am on YouTube - 

https://www.youtube.com/user/thebodycoach1/featured 

 For more information please visit -  https://www.thebodycoach.com/blog/pe-

with-joe-1254.html  

 Or go for a long walk, bike ride or play in your garden and have some outdoor 

fun!    

 

Other Ideas: 

 Please refer to ‘Year 1 – Other Activity Ideas Term 6’ document.     
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Maths Day 2a: You may draw anything you want to move your character/toy/counter 

etc. to e.g. different shops, shapes, animals, food items etc.  
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Maths Day 2b:  

Read the clues carefully to help colour in the shapes.  

You will need a blue, red and green pencil. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. The circle in the middle is blue.  

2. The circle on the right is red.  

3. The shape up from the right circle is green.  

4. The shape down from the circles is green.  

5. The square to the left of the green triangle is red.  

6. The four-sided shape up from the rectangle is blue.  

7. The triangle on the top left is red. 


